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Abstract
Aeroheating measurements on the Apollo CM test model placed in the free-piston shock tunnel HIEST was
conducted. Although the convective heat flux distributions along wall surface normalized by a product of
Stanton number and the square root of the Reynolds number should fall on a single curve for laminar flow case,
the measured data for high enthalpy conditions resulted in significantly larger than one for low enthalpy
conditions. In the HIEST experiment, stagnation heat fluxes on small probes were also measured. We could find
that the anomalous heating phenomena are not shown for small test model but for large one that is called the
scaling effect of anomalous heating phenomena. Similar tendencies were also observed at other shock tunnels:
NASA Ames 42-Inch Shock Tunnel, Caltec T5, and CUBRC LENS. The cause for those anomalous heating
phenomena is yet unknown. Anomalous heating poses a critical issue over the existing design method of thermal
protection system for entry capsules. To clarify the cause of it, we numerically investigate these two factors: The
radiative heat transfer in the shock layer and the radiation heating from the driver gas. From the results of our
computations, radiative heating from shock layer was negligibly small. While, obtained total heat flux
considering radiative heating from driver gas agreed well with measured heat flux. Scaling effect of the
anomalous heating phenomena was also explained by accounting for the radiation from the driver gas. Therefore,
we can say that the radiative heating from the driver gas may be the cause of those phenomena.
Key words: hypersonic flow, aerodynamic heating, shock tunnel

Introduction
NASA decided the retirement of space shuttles in July, 2011 due to enormous maintenance costs and safety
defects, and announced Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) concept as the next-generation manned space
vehicle. MPCV is an Apollo-like space capsule which aims human explorations of the moon and Mars. Space
capsules such as MPCV are now paid attention to, in the future, will play the principal role. When such a space
capsule enters into the atmosphere of a planet, a strong shock wave is formed around the capsule, and it is
exposed to severe aerodynamic heating in the shock layer. To protect the capsule from such heating
environment, appropriate thermal protection system must be equipped. Therefore, it is critical to predict the heat
fluxes accurately for the design of space capsules.
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The free-piston shock tunnel, HIEST shown in Fig. 1, can produce test flow at stagnation pressure up to
150 MPa and at stagnation enthalpy up to 25 MJ/kg. Recently, aerodynamic heating on the Apollo commandmodule AS-202 test model illustrated in Fig. 2 placed in HIEST was measured by Tanno et al. [1, 2] The model
was 6.4% scaled AS-202 command model made of SUS 304 stainless steel and had a diameter of 250 mm. To
measure heat flux around the model, 84 miniature co-axial thermocouples were mounted on the forebody. Table
1 summarizes the upstream conditions of the test section determined by an axi-symmetric nozzle code [3]. The
heat flux data were normalized by a product of Stanton number and the square-root of the Reynolds number in
order to compare the HIEST heat flux data with the results obtained in other tunnel facilities and flight test.
Measured heat flux with calculated one by thermochemical nonequilibrium calculation are summarized along
the centerline of the model for AOA 30 deg. as shown in Fig. 3. The convective heat flux distributions along
wall surface normalized by St ×(Re∞,D)1/2 should fall on a single curve for laminar flow case. We can confirm
that calculated one normalized by St ×(Re∞,D)1/2 are almost same for all the cases. On the other hand, the
measured data for high enthalpy condition resulted in larger than those for low enthalpy condition and measured
values are considerably higher than calculated convective ones for all conditions. Such anomalous heating
phenomena obviously pose a critical issue over the existing design method of thermal protection system for
entry capsules.
Additionally, in HIEST experiment, stagnation heat fluxes on small probes also measured [4]. Figure 4-(a) and
(b) show the configurations of the probes which have the base radius Φ = 20 and Φ = 50 mm, respectively. The
Φ20 probe has the nose radius R = 10 or R = 50 mm. The Φ50 probe has R = 100 mm. Figure 5 shows the
normalized stagnation heat flux for each probe with the results of Apollo CM test model (Φ = 250 mm, R = 300
mm). The heat flux measured in HIEST is normalized by calculated convective heat flux at stagnation point.
Freestream parameters are summarized in Tab. 2. For Φ20R10 and Φ20R10 probes, we can see that the values
are from 1.0 to 1.3. While, for Φ50R100 probe and Apollo CM test model, the values are over 1.4. This means
that there are large discrepancies between measured heat flux and calculated convective one. The anomalous
heating phenomena are not shown for small test model but for large one.
Anomalous heating phenomena were also observed at other shock tunnels; NASA Ames 42-Inch Shock
Tunnel [5], Caltec T5 [6, 7, 8], CUBRC LENS I [9, 10]. From these literatures, large discrepancies between
calculated convective heat flux by LAURA [11, 12] or DPLR [13, 14] codes and measured heat flux by each
shock tunnel were confirmed. For instance, in Ref. [6], the effect of turbulence heat transport was investigated to
examine the cause of those discrepancies. Comparison of T5 data with the calculated heating rate by DPLR
accounting for turbulence was performed. As a result, measured profiles were not explained by only turbulence
transport.
As the cause of anomalous heating phenomena, we focus on radiative heating from driver gas. In HIEST
experiments, the driver gas is compressed by a heavy piston, then the pressure and temperature in the
compression tube rise up. When diaphragms rupture, remarkable luminosities are observed, therefore, the
intense radiation from the driver gas can be the cause for anomalous heating. Since the driver gas is compressed
in other shock tunnels as with HIEST, this phenomena can occur not only in HIEST but also in other shock
tunnels. In this study, we compute the flowfield over the forebody of the Apollo CM test model and evaluate the
convective and radiative heat fluxes on the model surface. The heat flux on small probes are also calculated to
examine the scaling effect of anomalous heating. In order to clarify the cause of anomalous heating, we examine
the radiative heating both from the shock layer and the driver gas.

HIEST Specifications
Compression tube Bore: q600 mm, Length: 42 m
Shock tube
Bore: q180 mm, Length: 17 m
Piston mass
220 to 780 kg
Nozzle
Conical: exit diameter q 1.2 m
Contoured: exit diameter q 0.8 m

Stagnation enthalpy 3 to 25 MJ/kg
Stagnation pressure 12 to 150 MPa
Test time
2 ms or longer

Figure
tunnelHIEST
HIEST[1].
[1].
Figure1.1.Free-piston
Free-piston shock tunnel
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(a) Side View

(b) Front View

Figure
test model
model[1].
[1].
Figure 2.
2. Apollo
Apollo CM
CM test
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Table
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Table
1. Freestream
parametersof
ofApollo
ApolloCM
CM test
test campaign
campaign atatHIEST
byby
JAXA
in-house
code.
Shot
𝐻𝐻0
𝑃𝑃0
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡∞
𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣∞
𝜌𝜌∞
𝑉𝑉∞
𝑀𝑀∞
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒∞
3
#
[MJ/kg] [MPa]
[K]
[K]
[kg/m ] [m/s]
×106[1/m]
1784 19.554 57.401 2035.2 2038.2 0.01457 5507.3 5.909 1.167
1785 21.059 55.060 2143.0 2146.8 0.01315 5690.2 5.885 1.050
1787 8.094 49.700 841.7 849.5 0.02643 3729.1 6.496 2.595
1791 6.759 30.750 649.7 668.1 0.01919 3420.8 6.739 2.060
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  (b) Φ =50 mm probe
Figure 4.
Figure
4. Schematic
Schematicof
ofsmall
smallprobes.
probes.

Figure 5. Scaling effect of the anomalous heating phenomena.
Figure 5. Scaling effect of the anomalous heating phenomena.
Table
2. 2.
Freestream
probescampaign
campaignininHIEST
HIEST
calculated
JAXA
in-house
code.
Table
Freestreamparameters
parameters of
of small
small probes
calculated
by by
JAXA
in-house
code.
𝑃𝑃0
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡∞
𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣∞
𝜌𝜌∞
𝑉𝑉∞
𝑀𝑀∞
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒∞
Shot Test
Test
𝐻𝐻0
3
#
gas model [mm] [MJ/kg] [MPa]
[K]
[K]
[kg/m ] [m/s]
×106 [1/m]
1886 Air
13.471 47.906 1455.9 1461.8 0.01633 4665.8 6.108
1.443
Φ20𝑅𝑅10
1887

Air

Φ20𝑅𝑅10

11.326

49.102 1242.8 1249.3 0.01942 4327.5 6.190

1.762

1888

N2

Φ20𝑅𝑅10

14.276

48.996 1243.7 3169.2 0.01467 4934.5 7.021

1.407

1889

Air

Φ20𝑅𝑅10

8.596

54.634

908.7

915.8

0.02717 3835.8 6.440

2.640

1890

8.845

55.530

614.8

2581.9 0.02293 3950.1 7.867

2.733

8.318
20.048
21.232

52.841 869.9 877.3 0.02702 3778.5 6.479
42.506 1946.4 1952.3 0.01050 5551.9 6.013
43.941 2261.4 3563.4 0.01026 5785.3 6.036

2.663
0.920
0.867

1895

Φ20𝑅𝑅10
Air
Φ50
Air
Φ50
N2 Φ20𝑅𝑅50, Φ50
N2 Φ20𝑅𝑅50, Φ50

15.112

48.230 1359.8 3231.9 0.01397 5055.6 6.882

1.306

1896

N2

Φ20𝑅𝑅50, Φ50

9.140

57.726

2.728

1891
1893
1894

N2

643.5

2606.8 0.02324 4014.4 7.824
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Numerical Methods
The numerical method is based on the cell-center finite volume discretization. For calculation of flowfield over
Apollo CM test model, we solve the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations accounting for thermochemical	
 
nonequilibrium in the shock layer. On the other hand, for small probes, we solve the axi-symmetric ones. We
employ Park’s two-temperature thermochemical model [15] in which five chemical species (O, N, NO, N2, O2)
are considered. The convective numerical flux is calculated by SLAU [16]. We employ MUSCL approach [17]
for attaining a second order spatial accuracy. In the time integration, we use the LU-SGS implicit method [18]
and Euler explicit method, for computation of flowfield over Apollo CM test model and small probes,
respectively. To improve the stability in the integration of source terms, the diagonal point implicit method [19]
is utilized.
The radiative transfer equation is solved one-dimensionally in the direction normal to the wall [20]. The
absorption coefficients are calculated using the multi-band model [21]. O, N, NO, O2, and N2 are considered as
contributors to radiation. Absorption coefficients of each contributor are evaluated at 10,000 wavelength points.
They are constructed for the wavelength region from 750 to 15,000 Å. In this numerical work, radiative heat
transfer calculation is uncoupled with flowfield.

Numerical Conditions
Freestream conditions for aeroheating measurements on Apollo CM test model and small probes equal to
experimental value in Tab. 1 and 2, respectively. We compute the four typical conditions: Shot # 1785, 1791,
1889, 1891. Mass fractions of freestream calculated by NENZF [22] are listed in Tab. 3 and 4. We assume that
wall boundary condition is isothermal and fully-catalytic wall.
We generate grids adapted to the shock wave front to estimate heat flux appropriately [23]. A typical example of
the computational grid for Apollo CM test model, shown in Fig. 6, has 51 points in the wall normal direction
and in the direction along the wall and 65 points in circumferential direction. Figure 7 shows grids for Φ20R50
and Φ50R100 probes. Since we are interested in the only stagnation heat flux, the configuration of afterbody is
simplified. There are 51 grid points in the wall normal direction and 101 points in the direction along the wall.
The distance between the first layer and the wall surface, that means grid resolution for temperature boundary
layer, is determined from grid convergence property of convective heat flux.

Table
3. Mass
fraction
of of
freestream
Table
3. Mass
fraction
freestreamininApollo
ApolloCM
CMtest
testcampaign.
campaign.
Shot #
𝐶𝐶O∞
𝐶𝐶N∞
𝐶𝐶NO∞
𝐶𝐶O ∞
𝐶𝐶N ∞
2

1785
1791

−1

1.308×10
2.397×10−3

−6

2

−2

−2

4.514×10
3.600×10
8.326×10
7.500×10−1
−12
−2
−1
4.399×10
5.931×10
2.009×10
7.373×10−1

Table
4. Mass
fraction
of of
freestream
Table
4. Mass
fraction
freestreamininsmall
smallprobes
probescampaign.
campaign.
Shot #
𝐶𝐶O∞
𝐶𝐶N∞
𝐶𝐶NO∞
𝐶𝐶O ∞
𝐶𝐶N ∞
1889 4.785×10−3
5.819×10−12
6.054×10−2
1.979×10−1
7.368×10−1
1891 4.139×10−3
4.738×10−12
6.038×10−2
1.986×10−1
7.368×10−1
2

2
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Figure 6.
6. Solution-adaptive
Solution-adaptive grids
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Figure 7. Solution-adaptive grids for small probes.

Results and Discussion
Effects of Radiative Heat Flux
When the radiative heating from driver gas is considered, we simply regard the driver gas as a black body, and
set the Plank function Bλ as a boundary of the radiative heat transfer equation in the shock layer. Since the driver
gas temperature was not able to measure due to experimental constraints, we assume a certain driver gas
temperature Test at which calculated heat flux agree well with experimental one.
Figure 8 shows normalized total heat flux including radiative heating from driver gas for Shot # 1791 (low
enthalpy condition) and Shot # 1785 (high enthalpy condition). Asterisk-shaped symbols show the baseline
convective heat flux profile. While, open-square symbols show the sum of the convective heat flux and radiative
heat flux from the shock layer. Total heat fluxes including radiation from driver gas are indicated cross-shaped
symbols. Radiative heat flux from the shock layer is negligibly small both for conditions. For Shot # 1791, as
shown in Fig. 8-(a), we could obtain a good agreement with HIEST heat flux data, if we assume the temperature
of the driver gas Test to be 2,700 K. For Shot # 1785, as shown in Fig. 8-(b), we obtain a reasonable agreement
with HIEST heat flux data, if we assume the temperature of the driver gas Test to be 4,500 K. One can find that
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the radiation from driver gas greatly contributes to radiative heat flux to the wall surface. Since the temperature
in shock layer is about 10,000 K at most even for higher enthalpy condition, then absorption coefficients are
relatively small. Therefore, the radiative heating from driver gas is hardly absorbed in the shock layer and
directly heats the test model.
Validation of the estimated temperature of the driver gas
We validate the driver gas temperature Test at which we could obtain good agreement with measured data. In the
HIEST experiment, it is hard to measure the driver gas temperature directly because of experimental
configuration. We estimate the experimental temperature of driver gas assuming adiabatic compression given by
following expression,
γ −1

Texp

⎛ Prup ⎞ γ
= ⎜
⎟ × Tinit ,
⎝ Pinit ⎠

(1)

where Pinit and Tinit mean the pressure and temperature before compression, respectively. We set Pinit = 1,013
hPa, and Tinit = 300 K. Prup which indicates the measured pressure when the first diaphragm ruptured is 85 MPa
€
and 37 MPa for Shot # 1791 and Shot # 1785, respectively. Since driver gas is composed of He and Ar, we set γ
= 5/3. Then, the temperature of the driver gas Texp is 3,200 K and 4,400 K, respectively. For Shot # 1785, the Test
seems a reasonable assumption. While, for Shot # 1791, there are discrepancies between Test and Texp.
We estimated experimental driver gas temperature Texp at which the first diaphragm ruptures. However, Texp may
change from the value at which the first diaphragm ruptures, since there is a time delay before measuring heat
flux. Thus, we need to calculate flowfield in compression tube, shock tube and nozzle for accurate estimation of
the experimental driver gas temperature Texp. In addition, since spectroscopic measurement is carried out before
too long, we will investigate the radiation from driver gas in more detail.
Scaling Effect of Anomalous Heating Phenomena
Figure 9 shows the total heat flux distribution including radiative heating from the driver gas on Φ20R10 probe
for Shot # 1886 and Φ50R100 probe for Shot # 1893. The stagnation enthalpy both for shots is comparable.
Horizontal axis shows the distance from stagnation point. We assumed the driver gas temperature T est = 3,000 K.
In the case of Φ20R10 probe, we can find that convective heat flux is significantly larger than radiative heat flux.
Since the ratio of radiative heat flux to convective heat flux is small, the anomalous heating phenomena are not
shown notably. While, in the case of Φ50R100 probe, since the ratio of radiative heat flux to convective heat
flux is not small, the anomalous heating phenomena are observed. Therefore, scaling effect of the anomalous
heating phenomena is also explained by accounting for the radiation from the driver gas.

(a) Shot # 1791 (driver gas temperature: 2,700 K)
(b) Shot # 1785 (driver gas temperature: 4,500 K)
Figure 8. Normalized total heat flux including radiative heating from driver gas at AOA 30 deg.
Figure 8. Normalized total heat flux including radiative heating from driver gas at AOA 30 deg.
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(a) Φ20R10 probe for Shot # 1889
(b) Φ50R100 probe for Shot # 1891
Figure
9.
Total
heat
flux
including
radiative
heating
from
the
small
probes.
Figure 9. Total heat flux including radiative heating from thedriver
drivergas
gasonon
small
probes.

Summary
In this study, we computed heat fluxes for the forebody of Apollo CM test model to clarify the cause of the
anomalous heating phenomena measured in HIEST experiments. We examined radiative heating both from the
shock layer and the driver gas. It was found that HIEST heat flux data could be reproduced if radiative heating
from the driver gas was included, with the temperature of the driver gas properly chosen. On the other hand,
radiative heating from the shock layer was negligibly small.
We also examined the scaling effect of the anomalous heating phenomena. For probes, which had small radius,
convective heat flux was significantly larger than radiative heat flux. Since the ratio of radiative heat flux to
convective one was small, the anomalous heating phenomena were not shown notably. While, for probes which
had large radius, the ratio of radiative heat flux to convective one was not small, such phenomena were shown.
Scaling effect of the anomalous heating phenomena was also explained by accounting for the radiation from the
driver gas.
Therefore, it is quite likely that anomalous heating phenomena seen in measured heat flux data are caused by
radiative heating from the driver gas, although the further validation of driver gas temperature is needed. The
anomalous heating phenomena in other shock tunnels also can be caused by the radiative heating from driver
gas.
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